The Design of "Neutral" Carbanions with Intramolecular Charge Compensation.
Strategies to construct zwitterionic anions from the parent anions are proposed. Two principles are employed; the cationic counterpart is (a) attached as a substituent or (b) inserted as an integral part at a remote location in the assembly. The optimized geometries reveal that a striking similarity exists between the zwitterions and the respective precursor parent anion. The computed vibrational frequencies emphasize that these novel entities are minima on their respective potential energy surfaces. A substantial HOMO-LUMO gap indicates that the proposed structures do not show instability in their respective electronic states and that the higher energy configuration states do not contribute to the ground state viability. The separation of charge between the monopoles in these zwitterions is demonstrated by moderately large nonzero dipole moments. Significant large energy barriers for rearrangement to the closely related positional isomers, demonstrated in a few cases, advocate the thermal stability (associated with spectroscopic viability) of the novel molecules. The donor capacity (basicity) of the anionic subunit in these zwitterions is comparable to that of the respective parent anions. Since the qualitative and quantitative features in the designed charged compensated complexes are conserved as anions, these molecules may perhaps be employed in synthetic organic or organometallic chemistry.